Chapter XIII
PROGRESS IN LOST CAUSES
i
n order to show to the world that Disarmament had our
£ earnest consideration ', the British Government opened
its 1933 account with almost an excess of zeal. It submitted
an ambitious * programme of work J, which it suggested
should be taken up as soon as the Conference had eliminated
the French plan. Like the French plan it was more grandiose
in language than significant in meaning, and offered sub-
stantial hope only in as far as it suggested some revision of
Part V of the Versailles Treaty, which was concerned with
German disarmament. But the French plan had to be dis-
cussed first, and on February 3 Eden made an important
statement on the theme of that eternal challenge to European
settlement and peaceful change — French security.
France was wanting new securities. Eden asked pertinently
whether in the search for them the French might not fall into
the trap of forgetting existing guarantees.   To reiterate a
guarantee was not necessarily to strengthen it.   In the eyes
of the British Government the guarantees already covering
France were * real and substantial '. Locarno, in Eden's view,
had marked the close of the chapter of the immediate post-
war period in Europe and had opened a new one, as yet un-
finished.   Eden asked tha.t the example of Locarno should
be followed — we had signed in the hope that it would be —
and that other nations would settle their regional difficulties
in the same way. But as far as Great Britain was concerned,
in our League membership and in our Locarno signature,
we ha,d gone as for as we could go in assuming definite com-
mitments in Europe.   He ended by offering no encourage-
ment that Great Britain could modify this attitude.   To
any new obligations the British people were * unalterably
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